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Juniors Are Granted Ring Dance
SJFRTFC TAIfI7«I
SERIES
TAKES
CHRISTMAS HOP
PLACE DEC. 16-17

■

<$>

The second annual Junior ring
dance series has been scheduled
for the week-end of Dec. 16-17, it
was announced today by the Junior Ring Committee and the C. D.
A.
The ceremony, which may well
become a tradition at Clemson,
is to be bigger and better than
last year's.
The Ring Comrfittee, composed
of Alex Graham, chairman, L. B.
Smith,
Ken
Burdett,
Manley
Wright, and George McMillan, has
already begun work on selecting
the class symbol; this early start
and a thorough and amicable understanding with the C. D. A. will
automatically eliminate the disconcerting troubles of the 1937
dance.
The agreements, reached late
Tuesday night at a joint meeting
of the Ring Committee and the C.
D. A., also settle tte heated ques- .mwoniTDrought up at the last meeting of the class of '40, "so now
the only thing left for next year's
seniors to do is make that ring
dance date early and then dream
about the big moment of the year
when he proudly steps into the
limelight of the great golden oval
and receives from the AOA his
ring — and his rightfully deserved
token of affection," says class
President Graham.

Shell Originates
Column Heads
Tad Shell, Taps Editor and a
Tiger cartoonist, drew the mast
heads for two of the Tiger's
most prominent columns this week.
The columns are "Trailing The
Tigers," no.tes on sports happenings by Watson Magae, sports editor, and "Oscar Says" by Oscar
Klemson, a gossip monger from
way-back.

Grayson Named
Complaint Editor
Arnold Grayson, Clemson's own
7-footer, was this week named
Complaint Editor of the Tiger by
Editor Framp Durban.
"I'll handle all complaints personally," said Grayson when his
appointment was announced.
Put Dope Bottles
Where They Belong
Saturday morning Major Abbotts, manager of the canteen, will
have Coco Cola crates placed on
each company hall. He urges all
cadets to have their empty bottles
placed in those crates.

Tigers Primed For

Crack Platoon Hitting Stride - - The between-halves drilling of Clemson "crack" senior platoon
at the Tulane and Tennessee games was a feature at each of the
two shows. Newspapers over the entire Southeast have commended
the drilling cadets on their fine precision and well worked-out formations. The platoon will drill at the V. M. I. same Satin day.

V. M. I. Raiders
McFADDEN BACK
IN LINE-UP

Colonel to Take Carnegie Music
Action on Shaver Library OpenTo_
Students Always
Regulations
Jack Baskin, Cadet Brigade
Commander, said this week that
he considered the editorial concerning regulation of electric shavers which apepared in the Sept.
29 Tiger issue, both "timely and
sensible."
Baskin said that he and his
staff will take action and formulate some sort of regulations immediately after the Clemson-V. M.
I. game.
In its editorial, the Tiger suggested that the student military
staff set definite times when electric shavers could be operated.
"The number of shavers now in
use," stated the Tiger, "and the
interference they cause in the radios, is making the shavers a
problem."

R.O.T.C. Messenger
Off the Press
The "R. O. T. C. Messenger,"
4th corps area service men's newspaper, edited by Clemson's sergeant K. R. Helton, made its
1938-'39 debut this week.
The mimeographed publication
featured columns, articles and editorial by the new editor, and contributions by the far-flung staff.
"I'm not exactly satisfied," said
Sergeant-Editor Helton when the
paper was issued," there are a
number of improvements that I
must make immediately." Paavo
Carlson, a senior here, is designing a mast head for the paper, Sergeant Helton said.

Every week night with the exceptions of Wednesday and Thursday, the Carnegie Music Society,
under the direction of Professor
J. P. Lucas, Jr., of the English
department, presents a program of
classical, semi-classical, and some
jazz, recordings.
The equipment for the programs, consisting of amplifying
systems and over 1,500 records,
is valued at about $3,000. The
records, which are manufactured
by the Victor, Brunswick, and
Columbia Companies, exclusively,
are catalogued by titles, forms,
composers, and mediums. The music covered includes operas, operettas, overtures, choruses, and
solos.
At the meetings, requested recordings are played. These requests must first be submitted to
H. M. Correll, the Society librarian, who takes care of the equipment and haldles the requests.

Letter Writing Week
On Until October 8
The Clemson college post office
is participating in a nation-wide
"Letter Writing Week." This contest is sponsored by all post offices
in the United States for the purpose of stimulating letter-writing.
Its theme is "Write today to those
away."
Mrs. Carrie Goodman urges all
cadets' to write their families and
many friends so that this drive
may be made a success.
The week extends from Oct. 2
to Oct. 8.

Cordial Welcome
Awaits You In Charlotte
"The Queen City of the South

tt

With Banks McFadden again
available for services in the tailback position, Clemson's roaring
Tigers might be a good handful
for Coach Pooley Hubert's powerful V. M. I. ■ team in Charlotte
Saturday afternoon. A "charlie
hoss" kept McFadden from action
all but five minutes of the Clemson-Tennessee battle last week.
With large cheering sections
from both the Clemson and V. M.
I. student body on hand for this
colorful military classic of the
South, game-time Saturday has
been announced as 3 o'clock.
Long hours of defensive work
against the plays and formations
V. M. I. has used in her three
games this y e marksd
Clemson's intensive workouts this
week. A well-drilled team has
hurled the Flying Squadron's plays
at the Tiger varsity regularly
since Tuesday's workout.
Coach Joss Neely is evidently
planning to alternate his first two
teams as much as possible against
the Cadets. Dan Coleman, a letterman, has been running consistently this week at the fullback spot,
with Shad Bryant, Watson Magee, Phil Chovan, all reserve reg(Continued On Page Four)

President George Newman of
the Gamma Kappa Alpha, North
Carolina-Clemson club, announced
today that his organization, cooperating with the alumni chapter
—
!
• in Charlotte and the chamber of
commerce there, has dated some
125 Clemson students for the
Jimmie Livingston dance in CharAs the Tiger understands it, "dinner music" quietly
lotte Saturday night.
entertains the diner, stimulates certain of his digestive orSeven hundred and fifty girls
gans, and the result is an enjoyable meal well digested.
are available, he says, "everybody
The recorded music furnished Clemson's corps at meal time who hasn't a date, has only to
definitely cannot be classified pick."
Newman's correspondence has
"dinner music." As one student
been with R. O. Fortenbery, resihere put it this week, "those den of the Charlotte alumni chap'monotony' records and that
ter, and W. W. Spearman of the
noisy bosh gets, me so jittery dance committee.
"The city of Charlotte and inat times, that I wonder why
terested
organizations are planI'm not suffering with chronic
ning this to be the biggest affair
indigestion." And that boy of its kind ever staged in Charcould well be speaking for a
lotte," Newman says. The evening
dance is being called "Military
large percentage of the corps.
Ball of The Season." It is open
The set up of the mess hall
only to Clemson and V. M. I. camusic system is: A group of
dets. Governors Hoey of North
old records, played, not systemCarolina, Prince of Virginia, Johnatically, by some junior staff
son of South Carolina and Governor-Elect Maybank of South
officer who at times insists on
Carolina will be there.
playing above the din of student's voices. Somietimes there's
Girls for the dance are coming
a battle between the eaters and the music machine. And
from the city of Charlotte and
the result may,add a broken vocal chord or two to indiges- neighboring towns, Queens-Chicora
tion.
~^~—
college, Winthrop, and Coker col"".
„._
The Tiger has a solution to this problem: l^lace the leges.
Newmaff says the city of Char-~
"mess hall music" programs in the hands of the Mu Beta
lotte is "all for Clemson, but
Psi fraternity here. (Mu Beta Psi is a national honor music
those V. M. I. fellows have as
fraternity and it has a live-wire chapter, headed by Roy
their slogan 'Out Do Clemson', so
Martin, at Clemson). Have occasional "penny days" to help
we'll have to strut some."
the fraternity raise money for new records. And have the
The feature of the day is the
classic Clemson-V. M. I. game Satmess-hall programs planned. A mixture of light classic
urday afternoon.
(easily accessible through the Carnegie library), swing and
an occassional hot number—all handled systematically and
Dr. H. J. L. Crouch says that
war cannot and will not settle
played for THE STUDENTS in the mess hall. . . . That will
anything in the future.
be "dinner music."

Music Is Sometimes Soothing

Education Course Hunt Takes Africa By Wireless;
Sponsors Tourney W4DYC Kept Hot During Summer
Students studying Leisure and
Recreation in the education school
under Mr. Fred Knshner are sponsoring an All-Brigade tennis tournament. The play-offs begin this
week.
Each member of the class conducts an individual tournament on
a company assigned him. The company champions, in turn, will playoff, ladder system, for the brigade
championship.
The Leisure and Recreation
course was added to the education
cirriculum this year. Mr. Kirshner taught a similar course which
proved successful in the Clemson
summer school, and the "Tennis
Tournament" is one of a number
of unique laboratory exercises
which will be carried on during
the year.

Sponsors for
Charlotte
Dance Listed
George Newman, president .of
the North Garolina-Clemson club
here announced the following
Clemson dance sponsors for the
Jimmie Livingston dance in Charlotte Saturday night:
Dorothy Baker, Col. Fickling;
Betty Beasley, R. M. Blackmon;
Margaret Boykin„ Herbert Copeland; Jaquelin Burns, F. H. H.
Calhoun; Betty Jean Cook, M. M.
Berry; Peggy Drenaway, J. L.
Almeida; Eula Folger, John Morris; Mary Helen Graves, Tom Lucas; Ann M. Gresham, G. M.
Newman; Justine Jones, J. B.
Moore; Elizabeth Lee, G. Lytten:
Alice Payne, Bill Boyle; Mary Ashly Payne, Teebee Hawkins; Anne
Pease, Luke Lafaye; Beth Sherrill, M. D. Heirs; Connie Sherrill,
Richard Liles; Delcie Young, L.
T. Garick; Jeanette Ward, M. C.
Propst; Mary Marsh, W, F. Miley;
Helen Toulamen, S. L. Skardon.

750 GIRLS;
BOYS TAKE PICK

By Barney Marshall

For the past six years Sam C.
Hunt, of Greenville, has been receiving and sending short wave
messages from his home to all
parts of the world.
His home made set of 40 watts
in all, costs approximately $300.
Its messages have reached 15 countries, and during the past summer
kept in contact with 25 Australians and about a dozen Britishers.
At one time it took several weeks
to locate a station that later proved to be operated by a missionary
in Rhodesia, Africa.
Station W4DYC, Sam's official
call letters, has been of assistance
in recent disasters, aside from the
usual calls. During the Mississippi
flood, messages which brought
help to hundreds of flood victims
were relayed through the station,
and relays were again used to send
help to those suffering from the
Gainesville, Ga., tornado.
Sam has also played the role of
cupid in his short wave broadcasts.
He relayed messages from a girl
in Greenville, to a boy now in
Holyokt, Mass.,
His ambition is to contact Asia
and become eligible for a certificate in the American Radio Relay
League which requires verifications from every continent. He is
a member Of the Radio Club at
Clemson which plans to build a
500 watt station in the Engineering building soon.

Tulane Game to Be
Shown Alumni at
Charlotte Tomorrow
Professor Ed Freeman will show
moving pictures of the Tulane
game to the Charlotte alumni association at a meeting in Charlotte Friday night. J. C. Littlejohn, Clemson business manager
and Dr. E. W. Sikes will be there.

A. S. M. E. Taps
20 This Week

Bosco Originator - Hord Stubblefield brought
"Bosco" to Clemson three years
ago. Some say that, despite Bosco's new brads, he fares well to
be the senior class president
next year. Stubblefield is an architectural junior. He is junior
manager of Taps, - member of
the junior C. D. A. and other
organizations.

At a meeting held Monday evening the local chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers selected for membership
twenty prominent mechanical engineering students.
Charles A. Dewey, president of
the chapter, expressed pleasure at
the large number of "Neophytes"
or initiates ,this year. He stated
that is was in no way an indication of the lowering of entrance
qualifications but was proper recognition of the growth of the
college.
Tentative plans for the initiation include Neophyte week beginning Oct. 10.
Those receiving invitations are:
M. W. Ackerman, D. W. Bradbury,
D. P. Darwin, C. D. Farnum, F.
F. Gray, J. J. Harper, J. L. Houch,
H. D. Leigh, H. McKeown, F. C.
Mills, P. H. Nelson, C. G. Planck,
W. J. Ragsdale, T. Richardson,
J. R. Rogers, J. A. Winfield, other
selections will be announced later.

Here Comes Bosco - Little Bosco, driving one*of the Tiger staff cars, sped into
town early this morning. He will remain as a permanent member of the Tiger staff, but he definitely refuses to take any
of the college courses. Says Bosco: "As long as you boys keep
my oil can well filled (with oil), have freshmen polish my brass,
and don't mention physics or machine shop, TJ1 stick." Bosco is
an orphan. He accompanied Tiger Caitoonist Hord Stubblefield
to Clemson three years ago, gave "rat" services and was
"chopped" with Hord, but somehow this summer he acquired
two brads on his shoulders.

McMillan to Lead
Staff Sergeants

crkei
Bij <-i
tieir

Charlotte Chamber
of Commerce
C. O. Kuester, Bus. Mgr,

IDords ....
"I'm changing my method of
teaching, again"
,
Tarrant.
"We all have our bad points,
and so has the machine gun."
Dumas.
"I, too, rode a motorcycle. It
was during the foolish college
age."
Gee.
"There are some boys around
the school who are flat wheeled."
—i — Gates.
"I can't make you learn this,
but I can d
well make you
wish you had."
Lippincott.

G. M. McMillan of Chattanooga,
Tenn., was elected president of
the staff sergeant club at its reorganization meeting Tuesday.
Other officers are: C: B: Lawton, vice president and L. B.
Smith, secretary - treasurer, Defeated candidates for offices were
C. E. Littlejohn, A. D. Graham,
P. H. Nelson, P. T. Garett and
G. C. Commander.
McMillan is Sergeant Major of
the 2nd battalion, 1st regiment;
Lawton is 1st regimental Sergeant Major; and Smith is Sergeant Major 1st battalion, 2nd
regiment.
DANCE SCHEDULE
October 28-29—Tiger Ball.
November 23-24—Thanksgiving Dances.
December 16-17—Ring Dances.
February 10-11—Midwinters.

'£&**c—^
J

Paper Invites
Comment
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Member

j

Little Bosco

By Stubblefield

j

Students, alumni and other Tiger readers are invited to write
"A Letter To The Editor" whenever they feel the urge.
The Tiger considers it a duty to
express your "gripes" or feelings
in its columns.

1939
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Distributor of
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Four Added To
Junior C. D. A.

Founded by the class of 1907
Mix-up—A suggestion to the
and published weekly during the military department I would like
college session by students of to make concerns this matter of
Clemson College.
publishing definite orders as to
uniforms to be worn for drill,
President Ricky Rivenbark of
Entered as Second Class Matter
^ chapel, and oth- the C. D. A. announced today that
3 r formations. E. K. Burdette, C. K. Sells, Louis
at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
It seems to be Cason and Bill Bouton have been
Subscription .... $1.50 College Year
the usual thing appointed to the Junior Central
for boys to have Dance Association.
Advertising Rates On Request
to rush around
The junior assocation, headed by
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
after first call, Harry McKeown, is composed of
change uni- 12 members. It was organized
National Advertising Service, Inc.
forms
several last year to aid the senior associaCollege Publishers Representative
times, put their tion "in arranging the dances for
420 'MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHICAGO • BOSTON • Los ASGELES - SAK FRANCISCO
rifles up and the student body.
then have to go
Other junior members are: Alex
F. W. Durban
Editor In Chief
and get them Graham, Manly Wright, Steve
T. O. Lawton ...- Business Manager
again, and have Moore, Hord Stubblefield, Duck
Earl Mazo
Managing Editor
a large amount Lindsay, Barney Marshall and T.
"Darn those new brads on my shoulder."
Associate Editors: T. B. Young, of lost time and energy. I have H. Triplette.
seen freshmen take their rifles
J. K. Smith, B. O. Cantey.
out to a formation, and go and put
Sports Staff
them back, and then have to go
Watson Magee
Editor and get them again. This only
A. V. Williams _ Assistant Editor makes the brigade late in arriving
By G. M. McMillan
on the field to drill or to chapel
Try your hand at naming
"Do
you
think
Clemson
upperclassmen should be entitled
Features
and it makes it impossible to finthe new "Question" column
R. B. Marshall
— Editor ish planned schedules and proto wear class rings their junior year or senior year?"
conducted by George McMillan
G. M. McMillan
Editor grams. Why not appoint a freshFreddie
Hughes: "My junior yea r?>to Clemson until my senior year, in the Tiger.
J. E. Schmidt, Exchanges & Alumni man or two freshmen from each
I voted to get rings that year, but but had to drop out before graduThe winner get? three show
company to be responsible for in- now I'm sorry I did. The class ation because of my father's sickNews Staff
Richard Braithwaite
Editor forming the company, as to uni- ring is the symbol of a diploma, ness; yet I wouldn't wear a ring passes, and his picture in the
James McMillan
Asst. Editor form and arms—and to stand at the way I look at it, and I'd love now if it were given to me be- Tiger.
the head of each company and to see this year's junior class wait cause I think only graduates of Contest Rules:
J. B. Lee
Staff Photographer make each call known as it sounds. until next year.
Clemson should be entitled to it.
1. Each Clemson student
359—This room 359 has turned
Hord Stubblefield — Cartoonist
? ? 9 9
It would be all right for second may turn in as many names as
Tad Shell
Cartoonist out to be a general meeting place Jack Bryce: "I think the rings semester seniors to get theirs." .
he likes. (Give them, with the
Arnold Grayson, Complaint Editor for the corps and a center of a should be given out the second
? ? ? ?
author's name signed, to either
great
deal
of
activity
in
the
first
Howard
Copeland:
"If
a
man
semester of the senior year. Class
(Reportorial To Be Announced.)
barracks. If you're one of these rings mean a lot—inake them hard completes his third year he should George McMillan, Framp Durdead-sleepers, you might have a to get. There are toon many peo- be entitled to wear the ring, even ban, Ed Schmidt, Dick BraithDROWN THOSE RUMORS
chance, but otherwise you're due ple who never graduated here, if he doesn't ^raduate^Jhe rin&
Earl Mazo).
When an organization, lab- for a hectic year ifyourooja. eL- -'who—a£e~~-"tf'e"arinsr ^Clemson' also gives juniors more rating.'
2. The names must be in by
?
?
?
?
there.
^J^-siSn^reSty^aHS^moTnrings. This is not fair to the
oring under the heavy burden
Paavo Carlson: "It should be 8 P. M. Mondav evening,
of adverse puoiYc eptmon, gets ing the big electric bell lets out a graduates or the boys in school.
scream; it's just outside the win- However, the students will never a senior privilege to wear the October 10.
a good hold on its bootstraps dow and the chairs in the room
stop this - getting of rings their senior ring."
Winners announced later.
? ? ? ?
and begins to pull in an earnest jump up and down and rattle with junior year."
9 9 9 9
Rat X. Jackson: "I hadn't
and sincere manner, it deserves the bell. This seems to set off a
Sells Ice In Vermont
Jennings Foster, a sophomore
R. M. Dobson: "My junior year thought much about it, but would
any credit that can be given it. general mobilization of the corps.
Such is the case of our Central The big Guard Room bell bongs I wanted mine; I knew I was go- like to wear mine the summer be- from Summerville, was ice man in
fore my senior year. However, I a small Vermont community last
away, the bugler takes it up with ing to graduate."
Dance Association. Financial
9 ? ? ?
think only a senior is entitled to summer.
a very spirited first call, the
transactions of the C. D. A. wake-up orderly sticks his rather
"Selling ice in Malletts Bay
Rat. R. H. Ellis: "I believe we wear a senior ring."
have been questioned by the bald head into the room and hol- ought to get them our senior year,
? ? ? ?
Club isn't hard at all," says Foster.
Bill Monckton: "I think juniors The Club is near Burlington on
corps and have been answered lers "First Call, Cap'n" accom- Too many juniors fail to gradushould get their rings the first Lake Champlain.
so little and in such a haphaz- panied by vigorous heatings on ate."
9 9??
semester so they can show the girls
ard manner that the disrespect the wall by a very tinny dust pan.
J. E. Schmidt: "It makes a at home Christmas just what they
Things quiet down for about three
of the corps naturally fell on minutes after that as boys stumble small amount of difference to me, have and what they are. Besides
that organization. With the out of bed. Then as if to hurry but I believe in a eenior ring the that they'll have one year longer
to walk around and look at it,
new regime, however, there's sleepy cadets out, the electric bell senior year."
? ? ? ?
because when they get out and to
come a reconciliation in sight. lets out another piercing scream.
Mr. Jake Woodward: "I went working they'll have to pawn it."
The recent publication of a Following this comes the deluge.
Shouts, slamming doors, and how
paper stating the policy and
the barracks rocks to the seven
workings of the C. D. A. gives hundred hurrying feet taking
promise of a better organiza- splinters off the stairs. If you're
tion. The financial transactions not disgusted and getting up by
of THE TIGER are handled this time, the best thing to do
through the Business Mana- is to get away down under the
cover and pray that when the
ger'c ofice, exactly as these of
barracks does fall, you won't be
the C. D. A. will be in the one of those present.
future. This is as efficient and
On To Charlotte A bouquet to
accurate a way as it is possible the City of Charlotte and the peoto find and credit should be ple concerned for the welcome
given the C. D. A. for its de- they are prepa'ing for the cadets
cision.
—F. W. P. from Clemson and from V. M. I.,
This affair should go on record
as being the biggest ever prepared
Senior Officers Should Salute for a corps from this school. The
It seems that senior officers more men we can have in Charshould return freshmen's sa- lotte this week-end the better
time will be had by all. And a
lutes out of courtesy, if rebik V. M. I. scalp hanging from
spect for orders isn't reason our trophy belt would add a lot
enough.
too.
The Tiger doesn't intend to
go into "Tighten Up Clemson's to their heads occassionally.
Military" fits. It definitely disThen, too, think of the freshagrees with such a policy, but
man's
feelings. Saluting those
it does make the printer's ink
that flows in this animal's veins who he considers "big shots"
boil when innocent freshmen, makes him happy.
told to salute their superior
senior officers, salute, get no
What A Man
response, not even a nod, and
Tom
Stanley,
last year's Taps
walk off puzzled.
Editor, says that when he was in
This freshman saluting bus- high 6Chool, and an amateur phoiness lasts only for another tographer, he made a 10 by 10
month or so, and certainly enlargement of an ordinary picture
Clemson's burly senior officers with an enlarger that he had
can survive putting their hands built.

Enter This Contest;
Win Some Sho-Passes

"What Do You Think - - - ?"

s,

0.scar

ez

—that Head-Waiter JCeitt is taking his army very seriously lately
and his social activities are on the
up and up. In fact he was caught
in the very act last week . . . borrowed car and all. No alibis now,
Keitt.
—that he's seen some strange combinations and mix-ups, but the
pairing off of 87 pound Rat "Robert Taylor" and 200 pound Fred
(gimme one more year and I'll be
colonel) Dunlap seally tajtes the
cake. Yowsah.

race. Keep tuned to this station
for last minute details.
—that our newest and cutest (?)
architect made her debut in the
mess hall Friday night sponsored
by none other than Chaplain Steve
Skardon. Head-Chaplain Don Hutshinson and the other lesser-lights
of Staff Table No. 2 displayed wonderful table manners and things'
turned out very nicely.
—that he's covering this Tom
'Stanley-Fred Kirehner feud personally, and from latest reports
j it looks like Stanley by a nose;
j however a dark horse from the
j Engine House named Quattlebaum
is edging in on the crowd and mat!
ters are becoming complicated.
' —that Beetle Botts, the Army's

—that anybody from any of our
brother and sister colleges who
has anything to confide can write
him in care of the TIGER. All
scandal will be carefully considered, and Oscar promises to split
50-50 on all blackmail collected.
greatest disappointment is still
—that he hopes every Clemson planning on that ls^ Lieutenant
college Kay-det and a few soph- he didn't get, and his old ladies
omore too will be on hand ir. report that Beetle paces the floor
Charlotte this week-end. And don't far into the night muttering to
forget the dance afterwards. ARL himself about those ole meanies
WE GONNA BEAT V. M. I.? ? ? who don't know a good 1st Lieu—that this Clemson-V. M. I. fracas tenant when they see one.
in Charlotte is beginning to look —that this yearly excitement on
like a preliminary warm-up foi the part of the Junior Class as to
the annual State Fair brawls, whether or not the C. D. A. will
and he warns youse guys not to furnish a band and spectators to
try anything because he'll be cov- look on while they get their rings
ering all angles. P. S.—Myers and and kiss the one and only is getthe new airport are strictly oL ting just a wee bit monotonous,
and that Oscar personally wishes
limits.
next year's ambitious Juniors
—that Tad Shell, Soph. Sloan, and
would get together now and plan
Hassie Forrester had a slight edge
something new to beef about.
on the rest of the local jitterbugs
at the not-so-recent dances, but —that all local yard-engines are
P. A. Reddick and several promis- hereby notified to register and
ing rats are -■coming up fast and receive their number without de(Continued on page three)
its beginning to look like a close
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SULLIVAN'S HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.
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A Personal Radio For Every Member of Your Family
k^<

ELECTRIC TUNING

RCA Victor Model 96T2-A splendid instrument with Electric Tuning for 6
stations. Straight-Line Dial Victrola
Button, "Plug-In" for Victrola Attachment, RCA Victor Metal $QQ.95

Tubes.

J3

WELCOME CLEMSON

acker s<
Thack

nc.

ABILITY to serve you better is the reason for the Bell
System. Its set-up is simple as A, B, C. mW American
Telephone and Telegraph Company coordinates all system
activities—advises on all phases of telephone operation-

"A Good Place to Eat"

searches for improved methods, fr-j 25 associated operating companies provide telephone service in their own
territories. Kj The Long Lines Department of the A.T.

RCA Victor Model 95X1-A modern ChestType Table Radio with Electric Tuning
for 6 stations. Has Illuminated SemiHorizontal Dial... improved ElectroDynamic Speaker, RCA Victor Built-in
Antenna, AC-DC Operation. Excellent
selectivity and sensitivity. §'l }V95

FOR
ALL!

Come in today, see these amazing 1939 values. 32 sensational
Electric Tuning Models at prices
so low that it is easy for everyone to have their personal radio.

Imagine how completely satisfied every member of your
family would be to have a
personal radio! And think of
all the extra thrills—if that
radio was an RCA Victor
Electric Tuning Instrument!
" Impossible? Not at all.The
sensational new RCA Victor
Table Models take care of
that. Every one of them is an
outstanding buy—extremely
low in price and high in performance. They are compact
—good looking—off er delightful tone.
Come un in today and see
our fascinating exhibit of
RCA Victor Table Models.
We have styles and sizes and
colors to suit every room. A
demonstration will prove
they are really musical instruments with just the tone and
volume you want most.

19

RCA Victor Table Mode) 96T1-This instrument offers Electric Tuning for 5
stations. 6 RCA Victor Metal Tubes.
Illuminated Easy-Reading Horizontal
DiaL Electro-Dynamic Speaker and e
cabinet of rare beauty .
$*) 4 .95

*34

RCA Victor Model 9X-This handsome instrument operates on AC or DC. Bring3
in Standard Broadcasts and Police calls.
IHnminated Easy-Reading Drum Type
Dial, RCA Victor Built-in Antenna -, Improved Electro-Dynamic Speaker

16
For finer radio tterformanceRCA Victor Radio Tubes

and T. Co. inter-connects the 25 operating companies —

221 S. TRY0N ST.

handles Long Distance and overseas service.

B ■ Bell

Telephone Laboratories carries on the scientific research
Opposite the Johnston Building

and development for the Bell System.

^^ Western

Electric is the manufacturing and distributing unit.
CHARLOTTE, N. C

These Bell System companies, working as a team, give
you the world's finest telephone service—at low cost.
3M

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCollum, Owner

Get $25.95 value—in Victor
Records and RCA Victrola
Attachment—for $15.00

Plays Victor Records through
your radio.
$•« J .95

\.
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Cubs Open With P. C. Friday

Oscar 0<ez = = =

OPEN SEASON ON
(Continued from page two)
lay. With all this new talent becoming eligible there's gonna be
a tough fight for numbers one
through three.
—that little Monte Carlo over in
the Senior Barracks was hastily
adjourned one night last week by
the appearance of some army little-shot, (rumor has it his name
was Baskin) but things are humming again now and all suckers
are cordially invited. It'll cost
you to look on boys.
—that Soph. Sloan may have been
a campus flash at Converse in
days gone by but from all reports
he's just a burnt-out bulb now.
—that as far as he knows, Nell
Hamilton may be righ about low
. country boys being able to out
cuss up country boys by a 3 to 1
majority.
—that Dr. Crouch fascinates him
with his ability to snap two fingers
on the same hand at the same
time.
—that Dr. Williams may be able
to keep his moustache ' a little
while longer with the European
crisis cooling off a bit.
■—that T. B. Young's knock on the
Publicity Staff door came too late
to get him those cherished boots.
His option on cow hide expired
this summer when the big ten got
together.
—that the boys who started that
fire over at the Zoo the other
night ought to see Bagnal and get
the dope on their sprinkler system.
—'that his worries are over—he
is going to be a map-maker. The
life of a good European map is
not more than two weeks these
days.
—that Pop (bring 'em back ailve)
Eadon says that taming wildcats
is childs play compared with dating those Newport, Tenn., gals.
—that several rats bought combs
at Judge's this week.
—that after losing one Robert
Taylor last year he finds another
one in his midst—how's chances
on an Alice Fay?
—'that Berry and Burney (what
a pair) should let the corps in
on "how to have a good time in
one easy lesson and not spent
a cent" in fact, they say you can
net a profit if you know how.

—that Edgar (I'm a supply sergeant), doesn't mind carrying the
mail for the band as long as those
litle gals, and I mean little, continue to write.
—that Horner, demon of the airways, thinks he'll lose his touch
doing only 30 m. p. h. 'till his new
Plymouth is broken in. Take a tip,
son, see Jean Foy.
—that after working hard for
three years to sit at the staff
table, it seems that Louis Citron
has finally succeeded. Oscar must
confess that he can not understand
why.
—that "Pop" Whitehead has
broken the record—as far as Oscar knows—on staying in expensive lodgeing houses over the
week-end. He was classed as a
detained guest.
—that the Knoxville trip has at
least taught one cadet that it is
not always wise to grab at the
firs thing one sees after coming
out of a sound sleep.
—that he admits his mistake in
placing Ivory Rentz across the
tracks last week and to vindicate,
himself quotes the lassie: "I've
moved into town now, boys, but
don't let that worry you."
—that someday "Ramrod" Boo'khart is going to bend his neck and
when he does Oscar wants to be
around to hear it crack.
— -that Fred Hughes of "cracked"
platoon fame had a chance to
prove he was human after all,
but muffed the deal ... or mebbe
three is a crowd and a couple of
crowds in a car is a couple too
many.
—that he hears "Pick" Brearly
recently dug out an Heirloom edition of "Famous Quotations by
Famous People" with an eye on
a permanent position^ in "By
Their Words."
—that he wouldn't be surprised at
a mobilization order prior to maneuavers in Tennessee after all the
favorable reports from the weekend . . . and what with the shortage on stripe-hunting yard engines.
Chapman Added to Staff
J. K. Chapman of Greenwood,
and engineering graduate from
Clemson in last spring's class, is
teaching in the Clemson wood
shops.
;

ROLLS DEVEL

HOME GROUNDS
Friday, October 7, marks opening day for the baby Tigers of
Clemson, as they encounter the
P. C. freshmen on their own field.
Little is known about either
team, but one of the toughest
battles of the year is expected.
With one game already behind
them, P. C. has a slight edge over
the baby Tigers. They lost to
South Carolina Frosh last Saturday by one touchdown. Carolina
scored on them in the last minute
and failed on the try for extra
point.Although Coach Jones is not
quite satisfied with his team as yet,
he expects to get them in tip top
shape by game time Friday. The
linemen will average close to 190
pounds and the backs will push
the scales to 175. An exact line-up
is not known as yet for Coacii
Jones and Dillard have been using different combinations on the
line and in the backfield, trying
to find the best machine offensively and defensively.
At present there are only two
boys out with injuries and they
may be able to get in shape by
game time Friday. Carter with a
bad knee and Norman with an
infection on his arm.
In the three weeks of practice
the Tigers have had little chance
to work against another team,
but they have scrimmaged agains;
the Varsity twice, being on tue defense both times. Their defenst
looked pretty good with. Bialock,
E. Padgett, W. Padgett, Fritts ana
Jamison showing up well in the
line, while Goolsby, McElveen and
Cogswell were doing the best work
in the backfield.
Coach Jones hopes to get a
chance to put his team on the offense at least one time against
the Varsity before the game in
order to find out how his plays
are going to work and make the
been very little spirit among the
minor changes in them.
Up until this week there has
been very little spirit among the
team as a whole but it has picked
up' considerably and by the time
the whistle blows to begin the
game -there should be a fighting
bunch of Baby Tigers to charge
for victory.
For the past five years the
Tigers have emerged victorious in
every tilt and with that in mind
both teams will have a definite
point in view—P. C. to overcome
this record and Clemson to uphold
it.

Miller To Speak

Any size roll kodak film developed,
eight never.fadeVelcx prints for only
Low prices on candid film. Handy
mailing envelopes furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

Jdck Rabbit Co
SPARTANBURG. S. C

A. L. Miller, General secretary
of the Young Men's Christian Association in Jeiusalem will speak
informally to a group of cadets
and faculty members in the club
rooms of the "Y" Sunday night
at 7:30.
Mr. Miller served the Y. M. C.
A. for a number of years in India
where he made an unusually fine
record. He was so well liked there
that in 1932 he was promoted to
the head of the "Y" in Palestine
where he has capably served.

Tigers Play Hard
But Scores Mount
For Vols
By Carl Bessent
A great Clemson football team
lost a very close game to the Tennessee Vols who came from behind
to take a 20 to 7 victory last
Saturday, Oct. 1, at Shields-Watkins field in Knoxville. Even in
defeat the Clemson Tigers lived
up to the reputation that Major
Neyland gave them when he said
"Clemson has one of the greatest
football teams in the coustry."
No two much mo^e evenly
matched teams have ever met on
the gridiron, than when the Tigers
shone in this defeat.
With the score at a 7 to 7
deadlock, the Vols capitalized on
a break in the third quarter which
eventually spelled victory for
them. With the Tigers within
sight of Tennessee's goal, Cafego
a fine Tennessee back, intercepted
a Clemson pass and raced back to
midfield to set the stage for a
hard fought Tennessee victory.
LINE PLAYS WELL
The entire Clemson team played hard and played real football.
Captain Charlie Woods played the
entire 60 minutes and was a
power in the Tiger forward wall.
The name of Pennington wib
be rightfully associated with hard
tackling- by the Tennessee football team. The work of Miller,
Payne, Trobaugh and Black as
well as the rest of the line, was
outstanding.
In the Tiger backfield, Willis
played well. Watson Magee's fine
passing along with Bob Bailey's
beautiful punting aided the Tiger
cause. Ben Pearson, Banks McFadden, Phil Chanon and the rest
of the backs tried ably to bring
victory to their team.
McFadden Injured
Clemsons offense, dulled when
McFadden was forced from the
game in the first period because
of injuries. The Tigers only
completed five of sixteen passes
for a net gain if 43 yarsd. The
interception of Clemson passes virtually cost the vanquished the
game.
The stage was set for Clemson's
first touchdown when, in'' the second quarter, Don Willis carried
the ball to the U. of T. two yard
line following a drive from the
Clemson 39 yard line. On the next
play mighty Don lugged the oval
over for Clemson's only score.
Less than three minutes later, the
score was tied when Andridge, a
Vol backfield speed-vendor checked out for 59 yards and a touchdown.
TENNESSEE'S FINAL SCORE
Late in the third quarter, Tennessee intercepted a Clemson pass
and caught the Tigers off-guard.
Seven plays later, Coffman scored
and turned the tide against Clemson. Foxx ran 23 yards on an intercepted pass for the final Volunteer tally.
Just before the final gun, Don
Willis left the game and received
one of the finest hands ever given
a gridiron gladiator by any crowd.
A great team won, a great team
lost. This defeat did not detract
from Clemson's greatness.

"Greetings, Professor"
It happened back in the "mating
season," commonly referred to as
Summer school. "Damn't", the
adopted canine pet of the students, ventured into Professor
Hunter's Math class one morning.
A co-ed, coming into class, noticed the dog and, as was the common practice of all, kindly said,
"Good- morning, Damn't." Her
smile turned to a scarlet blush as
the Professor, not having seen the
dog, cheerily greeted her with a,
"Good morning, Frances."

Taps Urges Students
To Have Pictures Made

K
Even the Finest Fountain Pen
Performs Far Better

When Filled with this Modern Ink .
Created by Parker to guard pens from
pen-clogging inks . . . Ends 69% of the
fountain pen troubles
There is not—and never has been—any other pen
designed to handle all kinds of inks—good and bad
—as well as the revolutionary Parker Vacumatic.
One reason is that this modern invention has no
rubber ink sac, no lever filler, no piston pump. It
is filled by a simple diaphragm, sealed in the top,
where ink can never touch or decompose its
working parts.
And its patented Television barrel lets you SEE
the level of ink at all times—see when to refill.
This pedigreed Beauty of laminated Pearl and
Jet is everywhere acknowledged to be the grandest
pen ever created. Yet even this Guaranteed
Mechanically Perfect pen can be plugged up by
the grit and gum in ordinary writing inks.
Hence to guard the celebrated Parker Pens from
pen-clogging inks, Parker experts developed this
utterly new kind of writing ink—called Quink—
an ink that actually cleanses any pen as it writes.
This is doije by a secret ingredient, wholly
harmless. It dissolves the gum and other troublesome particles left in your pen by ordinary inks. It
makes your pen a self-cleaner—cleans as it writes.
Parker Quink is full-bodied, rich, and brilliant.
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A Marvelous Creation!

Never watery or gummy. And it dries on PAPER
31% quicker than average, due to stepped-up
penetration. Yet Quink costs no more than ordinary inks—small bottles, 15c and 2"5c.
If you use an ordinary pen, you need Quink
even more than does a Parker Pen owner to
keep it in writing condition. If you use a Parker
Pen, you'll be thrilled and surprised by the way it
performs when filled with Quink. For until we
created Quink and the Parker Vacumatic Pen,
there never was a really scientific writing combination.
Those who can afford the best will not rest until
they have them both. The Parker Pen Company,
Janesville, Wis.
^^
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and sleep in barracks.
Some bright "Rat" asked the
matron in the Roddey office if
she could tell him which barracks
his Susie stayed.
Meadors Lunn has the distinction of being the only known girl
who has ever broken out with
measles on the Clemson dance
floor.

Winthrop
News Notes
(Editor's Note: The Tiger
correspondent at Winthrop,
Clemson's little-sister school,
will send dispatches weekly.)
By Staff Correspondent

Colonel Confused
Cadet Brigade Commander Jack
Baskin was all confused Friday
morning.
He came into Dr. Brearley's
psychology class complaining that
he'd studied from the wrong book;
then he found out that he was in
the wrong room.

WELCOME
CLEMSON

Rock Hill, Oct. 5:
Doris (my brother is Banks)
MJcFadden declares she ({aught
Clemson's football hero all he
knows about running and kicking.
The girls over here never sweep
the dust from under their bed.
They know that man is made of
dust and they hope to have a
man under their bed someday.
Proving that beauty is a trait
of Tom Stanley's family, Julia
Stanley, Tom's cousin, was chosen
beauty queen of the freshman
class.
Clemson's contributions to the
freshman class at Winthrop are
having a hard time remembering
that they don't eat in the mess hall

'To the Friendly Store in a Friendly City"

"Quality

"Quality

with Price"

with Price"
CHAR l QTTE. N.C.

G'E Campus A/ews
assigned to the control rooms and transmitters upon
completion of thei G-E training courses. Results of
the tests these two groups conduct today will appear
as refinements in the broadcasting of tomorrow.

THE BABY GROWS UP
SIXTEEN years ago G-E radio engineers crossed
their fingers and snapped^ a switch in one of the
laboratories at Schenectady—and a split second later

ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTER

heard through clumsy earphones, "This is WGY,
radio broadcasting station of the General Electric

TWO men- are carefully examining a large x-ray
photograph in a darkened room. One of them
points to some dark spots, some wavy lines ... "There's

Company, Schenectady, New York."

the trouble."

That was the "birth announcement" for this G-E station, whose rise from swaddling clothes to the lusty

This might well be taking place in a large medical
laboratory. Instead, factory production lines and
machinery are only a few feet away—it is a testing room
in which x-ray photographs of steel castings are
examined. In many such rooms, in all parts of the
country, other engineers are making like tests—tests
that ferret out defects in castings before they can cause

strength of sixteen years has paralleled the rise of radio
broadcasting from experiment to smooth efficiency.
From the start, WGY was an unusual child. When only
three days old, it started pioneering by presenting the
first remote-control broadcast. And the pioneering is
still going strong. As the station grew, it provided the
groundwork for network broadcasting, mobile transmission, coast-to-coast television broadcasts.

trouble.
Knowing in detail the symptoms of every defect, these
engineers, guided by the x-ray, detect gas pockets,
shrinkage areas, and internal cracks. They eliminate
all but "smooth" castings.

This year, WGY celebrates its sixteenth birthday-with a
new 625-foot nondirectional antenna (70 feet higher
than Washington Monument) and a modernistic new
studio building with everything from a model kitchen
to a large audience studio.
Engineers conduct tests on the young giant day and
night. Some are the. veterans who started years ago—
others are recent graduates of engineering schools

Such applications, of which many persons are not
aware, are typical results of the constant search by
G-E engineers for new uses of the x-ray. And not all
of these engineers are veterans—some only a few years
ago completed their studies in engineering schools and
came on Test with General Electric.

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC

L.. C ^/flarlln

0.ruo y^ompanu^, Unc.
/D

P.

S.

r

McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Taps staff is urging all
students who have not yet had
their pictures taken to do so
immediately.
Cadets are reminded that the
photographers fee is all that is
necessary to be paid, and that
space may be paid for at a later
date.
Co-operation of the corps is
urged as having all pictures in
early will make is possible to put
more features in and to make the
book better than ever, editor Tad
Shell says.

The Official College Book and Supply Store

WELCOME

R. C. A., Crosley, General Electric (GE) Westinghouse
Radios in various sizes from $16.95 up.

CLEMSON
SHOP TATE-BROWN'S
FOR THE SMARTEST
IN MEN'S STYLES.

-o-

RADIOS
In 1939 Models

Satisfactory terms arranged to suit you at a very small additional cost.

0

Football Contest Now Open to Everybody
Get Your Entry Blanks Now!
o
STUDENTS CHECKS CASHED — NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

126 S. Tryon St.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
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Clemson-N. C.
Games Slated For
Next Five Years

Professors Are Human, Interviewers
Reveal; Lippincott Dances; Dunlap From
Was Mayor of West Union Once
Other
By B. G. Forsythe
g
By A. B. Marshall
<£
He's tough, and he's hard to
His characteristic smile is as
•well known as his nickname, for pass, but, nevertheless, Chemistry
George H. "Floopy" Dunlap, pro- Professor William Lippincott, or
fessor of yarn manufacturing, has rather "Bill", is one of the most
the reputation of being an all- popular professors on the campus,
round "good fellow" among those and is well known for his odd
who have seen him in various ac- .humor and eccentric dress. Once
he went to a dance wearing a tux
tivities around the campus.
and hobnail hiking boots.
It is hard to find a more ardena
Bill was born in Hornell, N.
Clemson sports fan than "Floop," Y., in "the year of the high wind,"
and during his four years at Clem- whenever that was. He attended
son he made a name for himself in
grammaY and high school in hte
baseball. He has referreed sev- home town, then went to Cornell
eral sports since his graduation,
to study chemistry.
and at times has acted as anWhen he graduated, he enlisted
nouncer for boxing matches.in the war, and, for a while, he
His greatest hobby is golf, and was in the Infantry until someone
that left hand of his has sent learned of his training in chemmany a golf ball down the fair- istry. He was then transferred to
ways of varied courses in this vi- Rockefellow Institute and later to
cinity. NJust this summer he en- Yale to study bacteriology and retered in the Left-Handed Golf lated sciences. Bill was to be put
Tournament in Rye, N. Y., and in a mobile laboratory mounted
went as far as the quarter finals on an army truck, but, as soon as
in a field of "south paws" repre- he took the exam, the Aramistice
senting all parts of this country. was signed, so it was back to
He says that he'll be in there Cornell for Wee William. He took
fighting again next year and hopes graduate work there for a year
to bring back the cup.
and a half, and came to Clemson
His popularity extends further in the fall of '20. He's been'here
than these college grounds, for in ever since.
his home-town of West Union,
As a sideline, or rather as a
where he lives with his wife, he hobby, Bill studies Biology. He is
was elected mayor in 1936. He secretary of the museum and biodeclined a second term. His Hon- logical laboratory located in Highor did not let his position go to lands, North Carolina. Bill has
his head, for during the height of a summer home there, and is noted
a 3 o'clock blaze in West Union for his ability to cut some killed
some time ago he was seen, hold- diller capers at the square dances
ing the nozzle of a fire hose as it there. He proudly boasts that he
poured water on the flames, clad won two gallons of gasoline and
only in loud striped pajamas.
a quart of oil last summer after
The next time you go to the showing the hill billies how a
"jew shop" for one of Major's square dance should really be
"dopes" and hear the clatter of done. That's Bill all over.
bottle caps as they scale into the
Pop Eadon Gets In Dutch
windows of the first barracks, look
This week's Pop Eadon episode
around and see if you don't recognize "Floop" in one of his play- concerns POp and his captain's
boots.
ful moods.
Said Pop when B-2 Captain
Townsend Pope put his boots on
Freshman Almost Walks Home for the first time this week: "Cap/
Rat E. E. Ware of Greenville, tain, I'll bet you couldn't catch
decided that on his first week-end a pig if you had him cornered."
off he would get home to ma an' When Pope threatened him with
pa even if he had to walk all the room arrest, Pop shouted, "No,
way. After trekking about four 'buck' Pope, please don't, you realmiles he was picked up, by an ly look like the lone ranger. Hiold Clemson man.
Ho-Silver!"

WELCOME TO

TENNER'S
"Charlotte's Leading Restaurant"
221 W. TRADE ST.

ssas?

TIGERS!
MAKE THIS DRUG STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
Complete Luncheonette — RCA Radios — Cut Rate Drugs

STANDARD DRUG CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

WELCOME
CLEMSON
BUY YOUR
PHILCO AT

Campii
By Ed Schmidt
To Wesleyan University goes
this weeks salute of honor for
sheer wit with an aroma of philosophy. It's the title of \heir
campus musical "College Bred",
or "The Four Year Loaf" that won
them top honors and a national
rating.
Out there the gals remember
that the eight desirable qualities
of a co-ed are:
1. Dress well.
2. Don't eat too much on dates.
3. Pleasant conversationalist.
4. Don't eat too much on dates.
5. Be a god adncer.
6. Don't eat too much on dates.
And a line from that dama is
too good to over-look: "I suppose
that's one of our horrid paintings
you call art"?
"No dear, that's a mirror."
From Princeton University
comes the news of a new agency to
promote a closer relationship between students and faculty on matters of study and academic standings.
The agency, or committee, will
act as clearing house between
the undergraduates and the administration on problems of education. The group is composed of
under-graduates from each of the
various departments. These students report to the faculty the attitudes and desires of the student
body regarding proposals about
which the students can take no direct action.
The Minnesota Gophers have
more to do than simply winning
their football games. They are confronted by a grave situation; that
of making the score precisely
what has been predicted. Each
week during football season the
Minnesota Daily Tonsorial Prognostication Department conducts
a barber's poll on the outcome of
the Gopher football games. The
department is guaranteed to be
quite reliable. Why? Here's the
dope. To guarantee this accuracy
the prognosticators sent a 22 page
ultimatum to coach Bieman. The
33 campus barbers, who. have organized, threatened that unless
Bierman and the team guarantees
to defeat all opponents by the
score they predict, they will pick
only rival teams to win.
Relations between Bierman and
the barbers are strained almost to
the breaking point. The team is
playing with beards and flowing
locks until agreeable negotiations
can be made.
From other campii come these
witticisms. Some are wise and
some are otherwise — read 'em
and tear your hair:
Laugh and the world laughs
with you, weep and you streak
your rouge.
'
Nothing is more pathetic than
a horsefly on an automobile radiator.
The dimmest lights have the
most scandal power.
Anyhow blind men don't know
what they are missing these days.
Many a two cars garage is built
on a one horse salary.
Truth is stranger than fiction,
in fact, to many it is a perfect
stranger.
Trouble is that man's soul mate
Now if you don't think these are
funny I'll pull my last trump;
from Furman comes the "Hornet"
Laff kaydets, laff.

A member of the Charlotte
alumni delegation here last week
announced that Clemson and
North Carolina State have entered
into an agreement to play an annual game in Charlotte for five
years, starting during the 1939
season.

Book Leaves
By Ed Schmidt
THE CITADEL
Read "The Citadel" by A. J.
Cronin. This book should have
been reviewed long ago when it
first swayed the nation with its
dynamic blow thrust at the medical profession. This novel is about
a year old but has not lost its top
ranking position in the national
list of best-sellers.
There are several copies of The
Citadel in the Clemson library;
get ahold of one and read it. It
is a novel by a doctor about a doctor; therefore no one could have
written as fine, honest, and moving study of a young physician
without possessing a literary mind
and a vast knowledge of the subject and situation.
The young doctor is a "citadel"
of faith and ideals. Fresh from the
medical school he begins his practice, but he is confronted by a
corrupt, immoral code to which he,
as a doctor, is expected to conform.
He resists the pecuniary temptations and strives to rebuild the
crumbled edifice.
It is a great novel whfch may
easily have a profound influence
on the future of society.
»=
R. F. D.
"R. F. D." by Charles Smart,
(not to be confused with H. D. R.)
The author, a man from the city,
inherits a farm in the Southwest
and, with considerable misgivings,
he moves out to farm and takes
charge. After three years of farming he tells what he has seen.
Trying to keep cattle alive in
extreme cold and heat, seeing
crops burned up during a major
drought, witnessing destruction
caused by a major flood. "An
American novel as typical as life
itself." All -you Ag students or
anyone nourishing a dream of getting back to the soil had better
first read "R. F. D."
This week there have been ten
new books well worth reading.
They are at your disposal. "A
Southerner Discovers the South"
by Jonathan Daniels; "The Danube Flows Through Fascism," by
William Van Til; "With Malice
Toward Some" by Margaret Halsey; "The Handsome Road" by
Gwen Bristow; "Three Guineas"
by Virginia Woolf; "Images In A
Mirror" by Sigrid Undset; "Fanny
Kemble" by Margaret Armstrong;
"Forever Ulysses" by C. P. Rodocanachi; "Midnight Sailing" by
Lawrence G. Blochman; "Mr. Despondency's Daughter" by Anne
Parri6h.

Kinard Speaks
To Soph Council
A. M. Kinard of the English department spoke to the sophomore
"Y" Council Tuesday on "The
service the council has an opoortunity to render."
President Ed Young announces
that ten new members will be
taken ip within the next week, at
the conclusion of the voting now
in progress. When the new men
are admitted, the total strength
will be forty.
Dr. Ward, of the economics department, will be the speaker at
the next meeting.
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"SHOOT THE SHOW"
By Bill Wade
FRIDAY: "HER JUNGLE LOVE"
A return engagement of a fanciful, exotic movie that is worth
seeing if you're not color blind.
Filmed in new, beautiful technicolor, the picture is enhanced by
Lamour's lavish looks and Lynne
Overman's leers.
SATURDAY: "FAST COMPANY"
Heres a new show that makes
the "Thin Man" look like a lily.
Melvyn Douglass and Florence
Rice give their all to eightly minutes and laugh packed action..
Douglass as a madcap investigator
with an investigating wife is tops.
Don't miss it.
MONDAY: "LOVE FINDS ANDY
HARDY"
The latest in the "Judge Hardy"
series. This show is all Mickey
Rooney. Judy Garland and Lewis
Stone also turn in tip top performances in a hilarious tale of a boy
in the throes of puppy loVe. Mickey caught between two burning
loves is a three reel comedy in
himself and his version of the
"Little Apple" is alone worth the
admission.
TUESDAY:
"EXILED TO
SHANGHAI"
Starring Wallace Ford and June
Travis. All right, if you like to
see the hero, a daredevil news
cameramen, escape Fate's fatal
touch a few more times _than is
necessary.

WEDNESDAY: "CALL OF THE
YUKON"
One of the better of the glorified dog opuses. Buck and Swift
Lightning steal the show from
under the frozen noses of Dick
Arlen and Beverly Roberts, not
withstanding their valiant struggle
against the elements of the far
North.
THURSDAY: "HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME"
You might , , , if you like Ginger Rogers as a vacationing stenographer and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
as the male interest. Too much dialogue of a lower grade and tangled love make an otherwise good
show slow, but Oh, Ginger!

McFadden
(Continued From Page One)
ulars, getting in a lot of backfield
work.
The starting unit of Bob Bailey,
Don Willis, Banks McFadden and
Den Pearson will very likely open
the game in Clemsons' backfield.
With both V. M. I. and Clemson shooting for victories in their
nitial Southern Conference appearance, the Charlotte battle gives
indication of being one of the
year's outstanding batles. While
V. M. I. is trying to stop Tiger
runners, Bailey, McFadden, Willis,
Pearson, et all, the Bengal defense will be diggyig to halt the
rushes of brilliant Paul Shu, Andy Trzeciak and "Son" Shelby,
colorful Cadet backs. Shu was an
All-Southern halfback in 1937.
Clemson also will have a 1937
All-Southern performer on the
field. Captain Charlie Woods, center, won that distinction a year
ago and is seriously after the
spot again this season. Clemson
will complete her week's work
here Thursday and practice on the
Charlotte field Saturday afternoon.
Bethea Tells One
W. H. Bethea of Marion, says
that mosquitos in his country grow
bigger than horses sometimes.

Charlestonians At Clemson
Tell of City's Tornado
Charleston students at Clemson college who rushed home
when word came of the tornado
there last week have many gruesome stories to relate about dead
and dying people, homeless negroes, historic buildings and homes
torn by the winds and the general
upheaval that followed the catastrophe in their city.
No families connected with
Clemson suffered any serious injury.

date. "His car was outside of the
office and crushed," said one boy,
"but the horn was blowing, and
for a while they thought he was
inside. It was only a brick on the
horn, though, the man was inside,
slumped over his desk, a beam
had crushed his skull."
Saturday
morning
when
Charleston's Clemson students left
to return here, the city was cleaned up a bit and work had already
begun on its restoration, but hunOne soldier on duty in the dreds of homeless negroes roamed
storm area told Bob Pericola about the streets. An entire negro sectaking a dead woman and child tion, Fiddler's Green, was wiped
from wreckage on Market street out.
The Red Cross is caring for
near the old city market. "I saw a
kimona," he said, "and I pulled, the homeless, now, and Harry
then felt flesh. There they were— Hopkins, WPA administrator, afa woman and a child—clutching ter visiting the city announced
each other, dead. I had to call that his unit will allott $500,000
some other fellows to help take to help rebuild historic spots in
the city.
them away."
(Editor's Note: Bob Pericola
Arthur Williams tells of a man
who saw the first twister while , and Robert Moss, Tiger phohe was on the highest span of tographers, were given press
the Cooper river bridge. He got passes and permission to take
pictures.)
out of his car and tied himself to
the bridge railing. Had the wind
been stronger in this section, he
would have been blown over into
the river.
And a friend of Robert Moss'
A company store earns an averstopped her car by the post office age of five dollars a week, says
and opened the door to get out Townsend Pope. Pope recently
just as the first wind-thrust hit opened the company store on B-2
with his partner, Tom Bainbridge.
that section. The door snapped off
"We don't give credit," says
and the car was pushed on down Pope, "cause we like to keep our
the street. She barely escaped with friends." The Pope Bainbridge establishment is thriving. They have
her life.
Another boy said that a friend one electric sign over the door
had sent her cook to the market and Bainbridge says he intends
putting up a little more advertisethat morning. The cook was one of ment over the company.
those crushed when the city marD. C. Sturgiss, graduate or '36,
ket collapsed.
has resigned a position with the
A young man killed in the
Federal Land Bank of Columbia,
Charleston Paper Company build- to become assistant economist with
ing had recently set a wedding the Extension Service.

Company Stores Bring
Good Profits

200 N. TRYON ST.

Charlotte's Leading Drug Store,
Fountain and Luncheonette

MAKE YOUR VISIT TO CHARLOTTE
ONE TO REMEMBER

WHEN THE TIGER
IS IN ANDERSON
STOP AT THE

WE ARE GLAD TO WELCOME YOU!

PURITY LUNCH
215 S. MAIN ST.

SPECIAL STUDENT

STEAK DINNER - - - 35c
CHARLOTTE
ASHEVULE

—AT—

RALEIGH J
CHATTANOOGA

KNOXVU.LE
ATLANTA

ROANOKE
WASHINGTON

KING'S FOUNTAIN GRILL

317 S. TRYON ST.

"EVERYTHING IN THE LINE OF FOOD"

Welcomes the Clemson Corp to Charlotte

SODA FOUNTAIN

CLEMSON TIGERS
WELCOME TO CHARLOTTE
You Will Pind Warmth
and Kindliness at Bridges

4TH AND S. TRYON ST.

SPECIAL CLEMSON PLATE

25c

FOR THE CHARLOTTE GAME DROP BY

HOKE SLOAN'S

35 Salads, 25 Desserts and Many Other Foods to Select From and
Add to Your Meal.

FOR A NEW

We Are Prepared to Do Our Share in Helping the Clemson Corp

HAT, priced at

! $3.50

In Having a Big Time.

Crosby Square and Friendly Shoes are the best. See them!

Crepe Sole Shoes,

$3.50

116 W. TRADE STREET
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

2ns So. Trvon St.
Charlotte, N. C.

Phone 3-371'i

BETTER TAKE A RAINCOAT

$2.95 and $3.50

— GO GET 'EM, TIGERS!! —
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Tigers Confident of Win Over V. M. I. in Charlotte
PLAYERS PRIMED
FOR TOUGH TUSSLE

<?>

Unscathed in the Tennessee
game, Jess Neely's charges will
be out to win when they meet
the powerful V. M. I. team this
Saturday in Charlotte. Hungry for
victory after the Tennessee defeat,
the Tigers are physically and mentally set to use the Virginia Military Institute as a stepping stone
for a comeback trail.
Banks McFadden, the rangy
Tiger backfield ace who was injured in the last game will be
back playing in the next. McFadden was the only Clemson player
hurt seriously enough in the Volunteer game to be laid up.
V. M. I. HAS STRONG OUTFIT
The Virginia gentlemen haven't
a team that will furnish a "breather" game for the Tigers. At
quarterback they have Shu, versatile triple threater who , made
All-Southern Conference his sophomore year. He weighs 190 and
has been called an ideal back.
Another 200 pound boy, also triple
..threat named Trezeciak, keeps
" him company, along with two
other heavyweights, Sanders and
Kovac. V. M. I. can show a greater
variety of bigger, more versatile
backs than Clemson can possibly
muster.
Their line is composed of Cole
man and Irwin at ends, Marshall
and Taylor at tackles, Walker and
Cray at guards, and Irby at center.
All of these boys have capable
replacements, and Coach Covington McMillan who scouted the
games already played by V. M. I
insists that they are three deep
at every position.
NAVY GAME CLOSE
Navy, who defeated them some
what badly if the score is any
indication, was fortunate in scoring early in the contest on long
passes and getting the jump on
the otherwise powerful team.
A large percentage of the Clem
son student body will migrate to
Charlotte for the contest. The Virginia Military Institute will also
send its student body down for
the game. A dance has been plan
ned by the Charlotte chamber of
commerce and the Clemson alumni in Charlotte for the entertainment of the cadet corps of both
colleges.
A close contest is predicted,
but the Tigers are out to win and
will be mighty hard to stop.

Rat Team Slated For
Much Success In
Tough Season
The Clemson freshman team will
present a strong line to its opponents this Fall. Having plenty
of weight, speed and ability, the
forward wall should be among
the strongest of the South.
Fiery headed Jamison, All-State
high school center from Easley,
will hold down the pivot position.
Jamison weighs 215 pounds in his
birthday suit, is fast and skillful.
He backs up the line and crashes
through to smash opposition's
plays with force remindful of O.
K. Pressley.
Hambright, 208 pounder from
Greenville will play next to Jamison at one of the guard positions.
He was second string All-Sstate.
Besides football, Hambright has
starred in basketbafy received
medals for discuss and shot, and
played on Greenville's American
Legion baseball team. He was captain of his high school team.
Jug Fritz, tackle, is from Lenoir
City, Tennessee. Fritz weighs 200
pounds. He is unusual in being
a tackle who has color. You spot
Fritz after the first mass of
players are untangled. He is the
last one to get up. He has a
weary expression on his face. He
drags himself slowly back to the
huddle. His weariness is forgotten,
of course, for the play, but when
the boys are untangled again
there lies Fritz, not by himself,
though, but having for company
a gentleman with a football who
lies beneath him with an even
more pained expression than the'
miserable looking Fritz carries.
Padgett from Tavares, Florida,
is tackle on the other side of the
line. He looks like a 170 pounder,
weighs 207. He was honorably
mentioned for All-Southern and
was on his All-Conference team
in Florida for two successive years.
Joe Blalock hails from Charleston. He's said to be one of the
outstanding freshman ends ever to
play at Clemson. He weighs 180.
Joe was All-State end in football,
was on the all-state basketball
team and pitched for the state
champion Charleston High school
baseball team. He is enthusiastic
over the prospects of the young
Tigers and voices the enthusiasm
of the whole squad when he says,
"Man, we're going to beat heck
out of Carolina and Furman."
Pearson Dazed, But Plays
"Red" Pearson, after being
knocked out on the goal line,
was sent back into the game.
Still somewhat dazed, the redoubtable red-head dashed breathlessly up to the referee: "Mr. Ref."

raUlna trie UL~yers
By WATSON MAGEE
(Tiger Sports Editor)
The lamenting wail of an injured Tiger could be heard
throughout the jungle fastness of its native haunts in upper
S. Carolina last Saturday. The Clem,son Tiger fell back with
seemingly mortal wounds before a powerful Tennessee
team ; apparantly headed for national honors. Only close consideration of the game itself and not the score could show
that the Tigers wounds were not fatal. U.
of T. won that football game fairly and
squarely, but let us not be considered poor
sports when we look back to pick a few
bright spots from the chaos of defeat, and
insist that breaks at crucial moments might
easily have swayed the wand of fate with a
victory for our side.
The fact of the matter seems to be that
the difference between the two teams lay in
one phase of the game, and this phase was
nothing more or less than the ability to
reach at crucial moments. To react with
savage down field blocking. Andridge ran
a reverse and was momentarily in the clear, and immediately
the Tennessee team surrounded him and convoyed him to
the promised land. Cafego intercepted a pass and at once
he was picked up and the brilliant running, assisted by
beautiful blocking carried the ball into offensive position
frnm which U. of T. later scored. And then, of course, that
last fatal pass interception which made the score look worse
than it was.
Had it not been for these fatal lapses, Clemson might
well have annexed its second straight victory against "big
time" competition. The team certainly did not look bad and
no excuses need be offered by anyone for its sad defeat.
Rather should great optimism be in the hearts of every loyal
supporter, for certainly the team has forgotten its first taste
of defeat, remembering only the costly experiences which
lead to improvement and has set its face determinedly
towards a schedule of remaining victories.
Football as it is played this day and time is a question
not only of 11 good players, but also of 22 or possibly 33
good ball players. Another feature of the Tennessee game
was this apparant lack of capable replacements for the
tired starting players. The boys who wait eagerly on the
side line for Clemson are potentially capable enough, but
they have the disadvantage of being mostly sophomores and
consequently lack experience. Coach Neely ,is in the somewhat unfortunate position of having to arrange his schedule
with the tough opponents at the beginning of the season,
and cannot bring along his second-string with experience
in easy "breathers" like most of the other teams do. However, the Tiger sophomores got their "baptism of fire" last
Saturday and should profit from it in the remaining games.
NOTES — Brightest of the scintillating stars was
probably Don Willis whose efficient work both on offense
and defense won the praise of sport writers, Major Neyland, Tennessee coach, and, most important of all, the
praise of Jess Neely, his own teacher. The hardest tackle
of the season was turned in by Gus Goins, tall Tiger end,
who smashed Babe Woods down as he attempted to return a
punt with as vicious a tackle as one would care to see
... or hear. -^- "Red" Pearson, our quarterback, will establish a knockout record if he continues. In the last two
games he has been knocked out when he tackled the driving
knees of an enemy back attempting to cross that last white
stripe. —■ Carl Black and "Banks" McFadden have to go ten
team-work into their play so far, having completed every
pass thrown from Banks to Carl. —■ Incidentally, McFadden's
knee, injured in the last game, will be O. K. for V. M. I.
Bob Bailey, the triple threater, was getting more height than
ever before on his splendid kicks. . . . Some of the boys
found an old friend in the congenial bus driver who turned
out to be a former fullback on a Georgia Junior college
team who had played against several members of the
team. — Cab Calloway Stanford, alias "Muscle Neck" Stanford, sophomore, broke into the game with a hard tackle
and a beautiful down-field block that marks him as a man
to be watched in the future.

CHARLIE WOODS

Volley Ball
Tournament
Begins
Monday, Oct. 3, marked the beginning of the freshman volley
ball tournament sponsored by the
YMCA. The series is to continue
throughout the week until the
regimental finals on Friday and
the brigade finals next week. The
freshman tournament will be followed later in the season by the
usual company tournaments.
In the first freshman games,
B-2 defeated A-2 and C-2 advanced
on a bye. Tuesday, A-l won over
B-l while C-l received the benefit
of a bye.
Freddie Kirckner, tournament
director, announced that the regular company volley ball practice
would begin next week with the
eliminations at a later date.
ALUMNI:
Tickets for the CarolinaClemson game at State Fair
may be purchased at:
The Athletic Association, Clemson, S. C.

Captain Woods
In Line For
All American

Big Don Willis
Plays Brilliant
Defensive Game

Captain Charlie Woods is Clemson's chelf hope for All-American
in the line. Woods is one of those
prodigies often heard of but seldom seen, who excel in classes and
on the gridiron as well. He is a
leader in extra-curricular activities
on the Campus. A member of
Blue Key and Tiger brotherhood,
he lea<ls the football company in
their military as wel las athletic
activities with his rank of captain.
Woods is a football player who
plays brilliant football so consistently that he does not stand
out in a few plays of the game,
but has a hand in all of the plays.
His very consistency often causes
his most colorful deeds to be accepted with complacence because
of this very consistency.
Charlie is often compared with
O. K. Pressley, the greatest center
that South Carolina has yet produced. Pressley played an entirely
different type game than Woods.
He was a large, powerful player
who could crash through the opponent's forward wall and stop
plays almost before they began.
Charlie diagnoses the opponents
plays, and always manages to appear .at the right place at just the
right time to stop them. He is able
to analyze the opopsing team's
strategy quickly and accurately,
and, though playing an entirely
different type game than Pressley,
he bids fair to replace him as the
state's greatest center of all time.
Captain Woods played 58 minutes of the Tulane game and all
60 against Tennessee. He played
brilliant football every minute of
the 118. He played the brand
football that will be remembered
when the All-State, All-Southern,
and, perhaps; All-American teams
are picked this winter.

Bashful Don Willis, All-Southern football star and line plunger
supreme is, perhaps, the world's
hardest man to interview. When
told that he was about to- be interviewed, Don smiled his quiet,
retiring smile and said, "Aw, why
don't you go over and talk to
Red Pearson."'
"What is the biggest football
thrill you've had this year, Don?"
we asked, "Weren't you het up
when you made our touchdown
against Tennessee?" "Naw", Don
replied, "I-thought we'd just keep
makin' 'em all day."
And that'was absolutely all that
South Carolina's outstanding candidate for national backfield honors had to say, aboirt himself.
His team mates do not hesitate
to speak for the great Don, though.
During the closing moments ot
the Tennessee game, they say, Willis was so tired he had to struggle
to come up again after a tackle.
He had spent the afternoon gaining about 70 yards against the
Volunteers. He was over-worked.
He was almost completely fagged
out. But, nevertheless, he almost
succeeded in breaking loose
touchdown when center Charlie
Woods passed him the ball.
In the same game, Willis shone
not only on offense, but he played
a defensive game even more brilliant than usual. He threw up a
pass defense against the Vol air
attack that was beautiful to behold. His blocking was precise
and hard. After the game coach
Bob Neyland rated him the "best."
But ask Don about his accomplishments and he only smiles and
tells you politely and firmly that
he doesn't like being interviewed.
He's just brim full of information
. . . about the other fellow.

Let* s

DON WILLIS
Battered Letter Returned
Mrs. Goodman returned the remains of an unusual letter to
Soph. Sam Darrin last week with
the apologies of the Southern Railway Company.
It seems that Sam's letter to
an anxiously awaiting Winthrop
girl was dropped from the mail
bag and the wheels of- the Southern Express demolished all except
the return address.
Instructions to cadet Darrin
were: "Please undertake to rewrite your letter. The Railway
Company is sorry for its mistake."

Clemson!

OurB usses

Are At

Your
our S
oervice

Varsity Swimmers
Start Practicing

CURTISS PENNIXGTON
said our quarterback, "I'm still a
little groggy. Let Wbods over
there call signals and I'll check
him." Whereupon the earnest
"Red" resumed his important duties of blocking and tackling with
his own inimitable zest.

The varsity swimming team
with hopes high for laurels in
Southern Conference competition
next season has begun practicing
twice weekly and will continue
until December when they will
begin a dairy routine of practice.
Last year's freshmen team seem
anxious to get into varsity competition and every varsity man is
back except last season's captain,
Dick Farmer. The senior letter
men are Captain T. B. Young,
who holds the state record in the
150 yard backstroke, Don Hutchinson, 220 and 440 man, Clif Homer, and Framp Durban, dash men,
all of who have accounted for
many points in the last two seasons. The junior letter men are
J. C. McKnight, who holds the
state record in the 200 yard breast
stroke, and J. S. Ehrhardt, 220
and 440 man. The sophomores include Holtzendorff, who is known
to be one of the best dash men
in the South; Martin who is an
ace backstroker and distance man,
and Ben McKnight who holds the
freshman state breast stroke record of 2.55, five seconds faster
than that held by his brother for
the varsity record.

SAFE

CONVENIENT

ECONOMICAL

/

POWER COMPANY
430 South Church Street

Phone 4112

Tiger Loose in Charlotte; V. M. I. Fearful
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Social Science Forum Formed
Forum Leader - Framp Durban was named
chairman of the Clemson Social
Science Forum at its organization meeting last night. The
Clemson forum will be affiliated with the State-Wide Social
Science Federation. Durban is a
senior in the general science.
He is editor of the Tiger, a
regimental executive and a
prominent member of many
campus organizations.

SPECIAL ISSUE
FOR CAROLINA
GAME OCT. 17

"Corrigan" Willis - Milton Willis, a junior here
from Spartanburg, headed for
Greenville last week in his 90
H. P. Wright Moth airplane.
Thirty minutes later he found
himself over Seneca. Willis
passed the private pilot test
recently.

DURBAN, AULL,
MCMILLAN OFFICERS

F. W. Durban of Aiken was
elected chairman of the Clemson
Social Science Forum at its organization meeting last night. C. M.
Aull was chosen vice-president and
G. M. McMillan, secretary-treasurer.
This forum, whose membership
There will be no Tiger will consist of both students and
faculty, was organized to meet bipublished next Thursday, monthly and discuss economic and
social problems of current interest.
but a SPECIAL CAROLINA It will be the Clemson chapter of
GAME ISSUE will be print- the State Federation of Social
Science Clubs of South Carolina
ed the following Tuesday, Colleges.
The charter faculty members of
October 17, before the corps the forum are Dr. B. O. Williams,
Dr. H. C. Brearley, Dr. G. H. Aull,
leaves for Columbia.
and Dr. J. E. Ward. Charter student members are: R. F. Anderson, C. M. Aull, J. S. Baskin, F.
W. Durban, T. O. Lawtpn, Earl
Mazo, W. M. McGinty, G. M. McMillan,' Fred Thompson, B. F.
Thompson, H. P. Troy, J. lOSmith
and T. B. Young.
Already Clemson cindermen
T. B. Young is president of the
have begun to limber up for State Federation and J. K. Smith
the next spring, and any afternoon is corresponding secretary.
you may see the boys in their blue
sweat clothes getting into shape.
With only two letter men graduating last June, many veterans
will be on hand for next season.
With the men up from last year's
freshman State champion team,
as wel las the varsity men, Coach
Howard is looking for Clemson's
best track season. This year's team
will be the best rounded out team
Don't be surprised within the
the Tigers have had on the track next few days if you come across
since the introduction of the sport. several cadets unceremoniously
Any cadet who would like to squatted over an egg cackling,
try out for the team should re- while some old member of Alpha
port to Coach Howard at the I!hi Psi acknowledges the "biddie,"
athletic office.
for it is initiation week in this
prominent social fraternity.
Alpha Chi Psi is the oldest
social fraternity on the campus
and in past years has led an active
life, and has plans for various
programs this year also.
BIDDIES AND EGGS
Earl Mazo, managing editor of
Each "biddie" or initiate is rethe Tiger, was named Beech-Nut quired to carry a fresh egg with
products representative at Clem- him each day to be signed by the
son college this week.
older members of the. club, these
Mazo's work with the Beech- eggs being saved until the end of
Nut company will consist of com- the week when proper use will
plete "coverages" of barracks and be put to them. Prominent paddles
college buildings with sample pro- will also be carried, plus the usual
ducts. The "coverages" will be array of mints, gum, and cigamade in 5 week periods.
rettes.
In outlining Mazo's work, Mr.
The new members, who were
Hawkins, South Carolina Beech- elected at the end of last year, are:
Nut manager, said that the pro- Scotia DeLoach, Westry Rivenducts were not to be "pushed" bark, Steve Moore, Joe Payne,
and that no super-salesmanship Louis Cason, and Tad Shell. The
was required, "all we want is old members include: Pinky Irthat the students and faculty know win, Luke Lafaye, Manly Wright,
Beech-Nut products. When they Bill McGinty, Johnny Brailsford,
are acquainted with them, they're Fred Dunlap, Raymond Sloan,
bound to buy," he said.
Duck Lindsay, and Booky Talbert.
It is expected that additional
Sigma Epsilom and Beta Sigma members of the club will be adChi, local social clubs, have taken mitted during the later part of
in some new members recently.
this semester.

Cindermen Limbering
Up for Near Season

Biddies To
Squat in Frat
Initiation

-PROGRAM-

RICHARDSON THEATRE
October 3rd—8th
Wednesday:
WHEN WERE YOU BORN?
with Margaret Lindsay, Anna
May Wong and Lola Lane. Also
March of Time.
Thursday-Friday:
THE CROWD ROARS with Robert Taylor, Edward Arnold,
Maureen O'Sullivan. Also News
and Cartoon. This picture is in
the Movie contest.
Saturday Afternoon:
PANAMINT BAD BOY with
Smith Ballew and Noah Berry.
Also Flash Goron.
Saturday Night:
SKY GIANT with Richard Dix,
Chester Morrie, Harry Carey.
Coming Oct. 10th—11th.
"HOLIDAY"
With
Katherine Hepborn — Cary Grant.

Mazo Appointed
Beech-Nut
Representative

EASTMAN KODAKS — MOVIES AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES
Univex Movies and Argus Candid Cameras
10% DISCOUNT TO CADETS ON ALL KODAK FILM

"Corrigan" Willis
Is A Born Flyer
By Bill Plowden
In 1916 Spartanburg unwittingly became the home-town of Milton "Corrigan" Willis. While other
boys were struggling with the
Three "R's", Willis was dreaming
of sprouting wings, of a mechanical nature.
In 1935 he went to work in the
Tuscombe airplane plant, Trenton, N. J., where he picked up a
working knowledge of flying in
genera. Then followed a period
during which he barn-stormed
about New England in an old
worn out crate. During this time
he made 14 exhibition parachute
jumps, 5 of which were 1-4 mile
delay jumps.
Willis went to X. C. State for
three years. In 1937, while traveling from N. C. to Florida, he was
in a bad auto accident. He has
not yet fully recovered from the
injuries sustained in the crack-up.
Shortly after school opened this
year, Willis got his private pilot's

Gamma Alpha Mu, honor writer's fraternity, will accept manuscripts for membership up until
the first week in December.
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WPA Aids Analysis
Alpha Zeta
Ag Mixer
Tonight
Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural fraternity, is sponsoring an
Ag Mixer tonight at 7:0-0 in the
agricultural auditorium.
Johnny Brailsford, Chancellor
of Alpha Zeta, will welcome the
freshmen and introduce Dr. H. P.
Cooper, Dean of the School of Agriculture, who will present the ag
faculty to the freshmen.
R. A. McGinty, assistant director
of the experiment station, will
show and explain some reels on
agricultural subjects.
Refreshments will be served
following an informal mixing of
students and faculty.
Alpha Zeta is sponsoring a plan
whereby each agricultural department head will in the next few
weeks explain to the ag freshmen
just what his department offers
and what work a course in that
department may equip him to do
upon graduation.

P.S.A. Meets;
Dr. Bagley Speaks;
B.S.U. Speaker

WPA Employs
10 For Data
Fifty members of the' Presby- Analysis Work
terian Student Association sang

One supervisor and ten clerical
workers will be employed on a
W. P. A. project to tabulate and
analyze data on file in the agricultural economics department.
According to Dr. G. H. Aull, head
The data will show sale prices
of the department,
and assessed value of farm properties in each of the firty-six counties. It extends over a period of
Dr. Paul Bagby spoke to tha 40 years, and will be made by
Methodist Epworth League last years, by sale price per property
night.
unit and per acre, by size of the
farm, and by the ratio of the
William Hall Preston, assistant, assessed value to the sale price.
secretary of Baptist Student work
in the Southern Baptist Conven
tion, was on the campus this afternoon.
Mr. Preston is making a tour
of South Carolina colleges and
will speak to the Clemson stuNine members of the Clemson
dents on "The Opportunity of the Chapter of the Grange were selectStudent Generation."
ed at the October 3rd meeting to.,
Mr. Preston will be remembei- attend the state-wide assembly at
ed by those students who attendr-d Newberry today.
the South Carolina BSU convenThey are: O. K. Furtick, S. B.
tion two years ago.
Williams, W. L. Mills, N. R. LesRev. Goode invites the corp to ter, L. A. Stoudemire, T. M.''
hear Mr. Preston talk at 7:30 Whitlock, H. L. Beach, T. B.
The Pre-Med Club is formulat- o'clock tonight.
Ardis, and L. E. Langford.
ing plans for its first meeting,
which will probably be held next
week.
President Joe Guess states that
the members will have as their
goal this year the stimulation
of interest and the further development of the" club's activities. It
was also learned that there has
been some talk of getting a club
room.
Other club officers are T. W.
Talbert, treasurer, and Tom Stanfield, secretary.
and played games around the
camp fire at their annual Fall
steak roast held last night on
the Seneca River.
Last Sunday one hundred and
twenty-five Presbyterians attended the rally lead by cadets and
young people of the campus. According to Dr. Crouch, the affair
was a success.

Members of Grange
To Attend Meet

Pre-Medicos
To Meet

license after an examination at
the Spartanburg airport.
He is the owner of a 90 H. P.
Wright Moth airplane which he
keeps at Anderson and has named
"Katie Klemson."
Willis is also a motorcycle enthusiast.

DRINK

HOW MANY
CAN YOU ANSWER?
This book has the Answers to these
and scores of other Questions:
1. Ohio has 24 electoral votes.
{True or False?)
2. The area of Kansas is twice
that of Kentucky. (True or
False?)
3. President McKinley was assassinated in 1902. (True or
False?) ■
4. Shanghai is the Capital of
China. (True or False?)
Over 1000 useful facts including
Postal Rules; U.S. Presidents;
Population of principal Cities
and Countries; Facts about the
Earth and Planets;
etc., etc.

^4*i£C with purchase of a bottle of
YT^
Parker Quink at 15c or 25c
—the Amazing New Writing Ink That Ends Pen-Clogging
Now! Accept this offer!
tery. Get Quink and
Made solely to induce
Free Answer Book today at any store selling
youtotryParkerQui'nA
ink. Offer good only in
■—the new miracle writing ink that makes any
U. S. A.
pen a self-cleaner.
Quink dissolves deQ Parker w
posits left in a pen by
ordinary inks —■ ends
clogging. Always rich,
brilliant — never waMade by The Parker Pen Co.

vdnk

The pause that refreshes
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C

£. 6. ^Martin 9)ruq
'rug 6c
\^ompanij}

J,nc.

V. S. McCOLiLUM, JtTop.

FANrS DRUG STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.

FURNITURE COMPANY

APPLIANCES

ALL
AT

. . . you could
man a fleet with the
fellows asking for
Chesterfields today V

RICHARD RUHLE REFRIGERATION CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

WHILE IN CHARLOTTE, SEE THESE
GREAT PICTURES!

JVIillions of smokers are
i signing up with Chesterfields
. . . glad to find a cigarette
that has what they want...
;

IMPERIAL
1938's FIRST FOOTBALL HIT!

refreshing MILDNESS
better TASTE
pleasing AROMA

A SEAT ON THE 50-YARD LINE FOR THE COLORFUL
AND EXCITING ARMY-NAVY GAME!

"TOUCHDOWN ARMY"
WITH—t—

ALL STAR CAST
PAUL WHITEMAN

CAROLINA

Every Wednesday Evening

"SHOW-PLACE OF THE CAROLINAS"

Every Friday Evening
All C. B. S. Stations

GEORGE
BURNS

GRACIE
ALLEN

"4 DAUGHTERS"

EDDIE DOOLEY

LANE SISTERS — DICK FORAN —~ JEFFERY
LYNN — JOHN GARFIELD — MAY ROBSON

Football Highlights
Every Thursday and Saturday
52 Leading N. B. C. Stations

Here is a fitting successor to Fannie Hurst's immortal
"Humoresque", "Imitation of Life" and "Back Street."
Copyright 1938,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

And here's why... Chesterfields
give you the best ingredients a
cigarette can have... mild ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper.

with MORE PLEASURE
for millions

